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ABSTRACT
The thesis deals with enhancing face recognition performance in surveillance CCTV
systems and access control systems. This goal is achieved via optimization of face
templates, which is a novel approach to recognition performance enhancement. The
optimization of template creation results in templates which yield higher recognition
performance. The face recognition performance investigation and its enhancement
via optimized template creation requires meeting other partial goals which also are
objectives of the thesis are as follows. The first one is the design and assembly of
representative face database allowing to reach credible and confident face recognition
results in surveillance CCTV and access control systems. The second objective is the
methodology for statistically reliable comparison of results which enables us to reach
relevant conclusions. The third is the template creation and its optimization. The
achieved results show that template optimization enhances the recognition performance
in the named challenging applications approximately by 4-8%, reaching even 15% in
some cases. Optimization of template creation thus contributes to making the face
recognition feasible in these applications.

KEYWORDS
Face recognition, security, template creation, classifier learning, multiple training data,
surveillance face recognition, CCTV, access control systems

ABSTRAKT
Tato práce se zabývá zvýšením úspěšnosti rozpoznávání obličejů v dohledových CCTV
systémech a systémech kontroly vstupu. K dosažení tohoto cíle je využit nový přístup
- optimalizace vzorů obličejů. Optimalizace tvorby vzorů umožní vytvořit vzory, které
zajistí zvýšení úspěšnosti rozpoznání. Měření a další zvyšování úspěšnosti rozpoznávání
obličejů vyžaduje naplnění následujících dílčích cílů této práce. Prvním cílem je návrh
a sestavení reprezentativní databáze obličejů, která umožní dosáhnout věrohodných a
statisticky spolehlivých výsledků rozpoznávání obličejů v dohledových CCTV systémech
a systémech kontroly vstupu. Druhým cílem je vytvoření metodiky pro statisticky
spolehlivé porovnání výsledků, která umožní konstatování relevantních závěrů. Třetím
cílem je výzkum tvorby vzorů a jejich optimalizace. Z dosažených výsledků vyplývá,
že optimalizace tvorby vzorů zvyšuje úspěšnost rozpoznávání v uvedených a náročných
aplikacích typicky o 4-8%, a v některých případech i 15%. Optimalizace tvorby vzorů
přispívá použitelnosti rozpoznávání obličejů v uvedených aplikacích.
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INTRODUCTION
The security situation in today’s world grows tense, there is an increasing risk of
events that can cause severe consequences for the society, economy or environment.
The security level keeps increasing in many areas comprising critical infrastructure,
public transportation and places, governmental buildings, sports and social venues.
Traditional security solutions such as intrusion detection, access control and
surveillance Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) systems are being reinforced by new
technologies, for example a biometric identification. Fingerprint or hand geometry
identification systems have been already used for several years, while systems based
on palm vein or iris scan are emerging nowadays.

The mentioned biometric technologies require the person’s cooperation. On the
other hand, there are identification systems, for example machine face recognition
which require a very limited or nearly no cooperation of the person. Face recognition
is thus viewed as a non-intrusive and user-friendly technology. Face recognition has
been adopted in several applications, e.g. border security, smart phone login etc. In
these applications, face recognition operates in a relatively constrained environment
and persons are expected pose against the camera. However, the range of potential
applications is wider because users need not cooperate with the system. An example
can be surveillance face recognition which can significantly reinforce the security
supported by the extensive deployment of new surveillance cameras around the
world. However, surveillance face recognition poses a technological challenge due to
operation in an unconstrained environment.

This thesis focuses on face recognition for security applications like surveillance
CCTV systems and access control systems. As we have outlined, face recognition
can be used to identify faces in images captured by surveillance CCTV systems,
which makes it feasible to track people, detect strangers, improve the guard’s
information about a facility or an area etc. Another use can be the identification or
verification of the claimed identity in order to reinforce access control system. The
latest research indicates that face recognition is a promising technique for person
identification. However, face recognition, mainly in the mentioned applications,
is negatively affected by external influences introduced by real-world operating
conditions and the person’s behavior and appearance. These influences cause a
drop in recognition performance, and thus increasing the recognition performance
in real-world environment is a subject of intensive research.

The main goal of this thesis is enhancing recognition performance and mitigating
negative influences introduced by real-world operating conditions. To achieve this
goal, we propose a novel approach - the optimization of face templates. Face
templates are reference patterns of individuals to be recognized. We wish to point
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out that a recognition algorithm can be successful only up to the level of the ”quality”
of face templates. Thus, the optimization of template creation process results in
optimized templates which yield higher recognition performance.

Optimization of face templates is conditioned by the availability of multiple
reference face images which are referred to as training images. Theoretic and general
research often assumes only one training image per person, however, in the practice
it is common that multiple training images are available. Then there appears an
opportunity to process them in order to create representative templates that could
enhance the recognition performance. The way of processing multiple training data,
i.e. template creation methods, have not been paid adequate attention so far. The
optimization of template creation methods is the essential topic of the thesis.

Enhancing face recognition performance via face template optimization requires
meeting several partial goals which became, simultaneously, objectives of this thesis.
The first objective is the design and assembly of the representative face database
allowing to reach credible face recognition results in surveillance CCTV and access
control systems. The reason for database assembly is unavailability of any other
suitable databases for performance evaluation in the intended applications. The
assembled face database named IFaViD contains video sequences representing two
scenarios: A) recognition of a person walking through a door frame or a corridor
and B) recognition of a person requesting a closed door or gateway access via access
control terminal. The IFaViD thus allows to reach credible results. The second
objective is the methodology that enables us to compare the achieved results and
to estimate their confidence. The assessment of the achieved results need not be
always straightforward due to small performance differences. In order to reveal a
real contribution of compared methods, we propose confidence based methodology
for the comparison. It enables us to reliably identify a template creation method
that contributes positively to recognition performance, and thus allows us to reach
relevant conclusions. The third objective is research on optimization of template
creation methods, which is the essential objective of this thesis.
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1 PREFACE TO FACE RECOGNITION
This chapter outlines the basics of generic face recognition and introduces the
challenges posed by a real-world face recognition. Finally, it states the specifics
of face recognition in surveillance and security applications that establish the basic
assumptions for the face template creation research which this thesis addresses.

1.1 Generic face recognition
Face recognition refers to an automated machine identification or verification of
human faces. Face recognition is a complex task consisting of several subsequent
steps and algorithms. In general, these steps cover the following (see Fig. 1.1
recognition stage):

• Image acquisition
• Face detection
• Face normalization
• Face representation
• Face matching
The steps listed above are typical in the process of recognizing faces - in the

recognition operation itself. It is referred to as a recognition stage (see Fig. 1.1).
Beside the recognition stage, there is a training stage which provides reference
templates -reference face patterns of persons. This stage feeds the face template
database. The templates are used for face matching, as mentioned above. The
training stage includes the following steps:

• Face enrolment
• Template creation
The described steps provide a general framework of face recognition which can be

found in most approaches. It is worth mentioning that each step in this framework,
such as face detection, normalization, representation or face matching, represents an
individual scientific area worth of specific research. Face recognition and template
creation include all these steps, so as a whole, they form a really complex task.

1.2 Challenges in real-world applications
Face recognition has advanced over the past years and moved from laboratory tests
and usage in constrained conditions to real-world applications. Individual algorithms
used in the recognition or training stages made progress and enabled recognition in
a real-world and unconstrained environment. In these applications, face recognition
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Fig. 1.1: Basic framework of face recognition. The upper part depicts the recognition
stage, the lower part shows the training stage.

suffers from external influences that present challenges in the recognition process.
This section introduces these influences.

Each application is affected by different external influences to a certain extent.
However, in the surveillance face recognition, all influences are present in a large
extent. They are listed in the following:

• Image quality. In terms of image quality, recognition performance is affected
by the following factors:

∘ face resolution, blur, noise.
• Illumination and its variability.
• Face pose or face diversion.
• Face appearance. The examples of face appearance changes are:

∘ Face expression.
∘ Face occlusion.
∘ Outlook.
∘ Aging.

Algorithms used in individual steps of recognition stage has to deal with
these negative influences to allow successful recognition. The failure of one of
these algorithms makes the whole recognition process to fail. Face recognition in
surveillance Closed Circuit Televison (CCTV) performs worse than in other cases,
which is caused by the listed factors and their extent. Mitigating these influences has
been a subject of research for years. The following section shows the means which
improve the recognition performance in some applications, including surveillance
face recognition.
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1.3 Face recognition in surveillance and security
applications

In the previous section, we introduced the challenges posed by real-world face
recognition in a unconstrained environment. These influences cause a decrease
in the recognition performance. One approach that would enable to mitigate or
overcome negative influences is: i) enhancing individual algorithms or ii) adding
clues and more information to the recognition system. The latter is feasible in
some applications and can improve the recognition performance. The clues and
information may represent:

• Using multiple training images per person.
• Adaptive face templates.
• Template database management.
The incorporation of these clues and information to a recognition system may

improve the performance in given applications. The first two, multiple training
images and adaptive face templates, require scientific approach that would determine
how they should be implemented. The third, template database management,
belongs to an engineering scope.

This thesis deal with the usage of multiple training images for template creation.
It is motivated by real-world applications of face recognition in surveillance CCTV
and access control systems where the clue can be incorporated and can improve the
recognition performance.
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2 DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES
The thesis deals with face recognition in security, surveillance CCTV and access
control systems. State of the art experience indicates that the implementation
of face recognition in the named applications requires enhancing its performance.
Therefore, the aim of the presented research is to enhance face recognition
performance and move this technology towards a reliable operation in real-world
applications. This goal is approached via optimization of template creation - the
construction of optimized reference patterns of enrolled individuals.

Enhancing recognition performance requires meeting several partial goals which
are also the objectives of this thesis.

Objective 1: Design and assembly of a face database
The database has to enable credible testing of the whole face recognition system,
which includes performance investigation of designed template creation methods.
The database has to contain images that represent real-world scenarios in the named
applications. Thus, we can achieve credible results, i.e. the performance in actual
operation will correspond to the performance measured on a database.

The state of the art chapter provided an overview of test databases.
Unfortunately, none of available databases is suitable for this research as they do not
correspond to the intended application of face recognition in surveillance CCTV and
access control system. The possibly suitable databases are not public. Therefore,
there was a need to design and assemble a suitable database.

Objective 2: Methodology for performance comparison and result’s
confidence estimation
The database size influences the confidence (statistical accuracy) of the results. This
introduces uncertainty in the comparison of recognition performance of different
methods and conclusions need not be convincing. Therefore, we propose a
methodology that enables to estimate inaccuracy of the results and reliably compares
the performance of different methods. This approach should guarantee that the
presented findings and conclusions are based on statistically significant results.

Objective 3: Optimization of template creation methods
Enhancing face recognition performance is approached via optimization of template
creation. Multiple training face images per person can be utilized to construct a
robust and representative template. Such a template could enhance the recognition
performance. The optimization of training images processing and construction of
more representative templates is the core of this objective.
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3 IFAVID DATABASE
This chapter deals with the representation of a real-world camera system by a
database of video sequences and images. Initially an existing camera system and
its characteristics are discussed. Then a design of a model of a camera system is
presented. The model camera system was used for video sequence capturing which
were assembled into a database. The model camera system was designed in order
to capture video sequences that would enable credible and representative evaluation
of face recognition algorithms.

3.1 IFaViD database
The IFaViD (IVECS Face Video Database) is a database of video sequences and
images captured by a model surveillance camera system and access control system.
The IFaViD aims to be:

• A representative database. It means that the results of tests conducted on the
IFaViD will be credible.

• An extensive database. The database size influences the confidence of the
achieved results.

• Generic from the perspective of surveillance camera systems and access control
systems. The IFaViD database includes two usual scenarios that may occur
in surveillance camera systems - identification and verification scenarios.

The IFaViD database aims to capture all mentioned negative influences that may
occur in the real-world operation, see Section 1.2. The IFaViD database assembly
and data collection have been performed within this thesis and are considered as
one of results achieved.

Data for database assembly have been captured by the model camera system
which was designed to enable collecting video sequences that would trust-worthily
represent surveillance CCTV and access control system. The model camera system
was designed to represent two scenarios:

• A: person walking through a door frame or a corridor.
• B: person requesting closed door or gateway access via identification device.

Scenario A represents surveillance applications. Scenario B is a typical access control
application.

3.2 IFaViD database assembly
A model camera system using three cameras was built. There were two cameras for
the scenario A and one camera for the scenario B. Video sequences were captured
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for a period of half a year. The video sequence capturing was controlled by
motion detection. The captured video sequences were manually sorted, i.e. video
sequences with a person’s back that did not contain any face were discarded and
video sequences of very low quality due to extreme illumination conditions or face
occlusion (big sun glasses, hats, caps etc.) were also discarded.

The database contains three sets, which are named according to the particular
scenario and camera site. There are sets A1, A2 and B1. Each set has its own
test set and training set (sometimes referred to as a gallery [17]). The database
was assembled to fulfill all the rules of basic biometric evaluation methodology.
Biometric system tests were conducted by the methodology of statistical hypotheses
testing [8], i.e. a system is tested in a manner of correct classifications (true positives)
and false acceptances (false positives). In order to evaluate both parameters, each
test set has to contain both face images of persons with created templates - enrolled
persons (to enumerate correct classifications) and face images of persons without
face templates - external persons sometimes referred to as impostors (to enumerate
false acceptances).

The IFaViD is a database of video sequences and images. For some experiments
and tests, it is more convenient to use single face images rather than video sequences.
Conducting tests on single face images enables to reveal and investigate the influence
of individual algorithms processing faces (in this case the influence of differently
created templates etc.). Test results on video sequences show the ultimate face
recognition performance but the influence of individual algorithms is suppressed by
the classification of multiple images. The IFaViD’s video sequences were split into
single face images, it is referred to as the IFaViD’s image test set.

3.3 IFaViD’s video test set and image test set
This section characterizes the IFaViD’s video set and IFaViD’s image test set.
The size of the video test set is stated in Table 3.1 Video sequences represent
two scenarios. Scenario A represents human identification (1:N). For this reason,
scenario A contains a relatively high number of impostors’ video sequences. Scenario
B represents mainly human verification (1:1) or identification (1:N). Scenario B,
therefore, contains a small number of impostors’ video sequences.

The IFaViD’s image test set is presented in Table 3.2. The image test set contains
face images only. The face images were extracted from the IFaViD’s video sequences.
Faces were detected by Viola-Jones detector [9] with face alignment framework, see
Section 5.1. Sample test images before face detection are depicted in Fig. 3.1.
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Scenario A B
Test set A1 A2 B1
Number of enrolled individuals/impostors 27/65 24/146 26/14
Number of video sequences of enrolled
individuals/impostors

619/223 742/1453 1082/41

Total number of video sequences enrolled
individuals/impostors

2443/1717

Tab. 3.1: Description of the IFaViD’s video test set.

Scenario A B
Test set A1 A2 B1
Number of enrolled individuals/impostors 27/65 24/146 26/14
Number of face images of enrolled
individuals/impostors

6 549/223 14 640/48 161 7 342/369

Total number of face images enrolled
individuals/impostors

28 531/48 753

Tab. 3.2: Description of the IFaViD’s image test set.

Fig. 3.1: Sample images contained in IFaViD’s image test set.

3.4 Evaluation metrics
For tests conducted on IFaViD threshold based metrics, are used. In order to
facilitate the orientation in the results, two other metrics are refined and added.
These metrics allow to distinguish between open and closed set identification. To
enumerate decisions at the level of enrolled individuals vs. impostors, we use the
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following metrics: true acceptance (TA), true rejection (TR), false acceptance (FA),
false rejections (FR). To enumerate decisions only among enrolled individuals, we
use the following metrics: correct classification (CC) and false classification (FC).
The definitions of these metrics are in Table 3.3. The correct classifications are used
for both open and close set test. False acceptance is used for open set tests and
enumerates how many impostors’ images are classified as any enrolled individual.
The false classification is used for closed set tests and enumerates images of enrolled
individuals incorrectly assigned to a non-matching individual. It holds that

𝐶𝐶 + 𝐹𝐶 = 𝑇𝐴. (3.1)

Metric Abbreviation Description

En
ro

lle
d

in
di

vi
du

al
s

vs
.

im
po

st
or

s

TA True acceptance enrolled individual is classified to any
enrolled individual

TR True rejection impostor is classified as impostor

FA False acceptance impostor is classified as enrolled
individual

FR False rejections enrolled individual is classified as
impostor

En
ro

lle
d

in
di

vi
du

al
s CC Correct classification enrolled individual is correctly

assigned matching identity

FC False classification enrolled individual is incorrectly
assigned non-matching identity

Tab. 3.3: IFaViD evaluation metrics.
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4 CONFIDENCE OF RESULTS AND THEIR
COMPARISON

The reported results of face recognition algorithms or generally any decision-making
process express how the algorithm performs on a particular data set. Elementary
statistics states that the real value of the observed variable, in this case it is the
recognition performance, cannot be measured from a limited amount of data. This
implies that such a performance measurement is statistically inaccurate due to the
limited size of a data set. In order to present relevant results and eliminate the gap
between the performance on a test data set and a real operation, the confidence of the
recognition results is investigated first. Then it will be shown that confidence of the
result allows us to reach even more important finding: the comparison of recognition
performance of two (or more) algorithms with respect to statistical inaccuracies
resulting from a limited data set size. Thus, contributions of one of two algorithms
can be proven.

4.1 Introduction to confidence assessment and
performance comparison

The motivation to address this topic is a presentation of highly relevant recognition
results and the aim to minimize the difference of measured recognition performance
on a test set and in real operation. Therefore, we pay attention to the investigation
of result’s confidence. It is desired to express inaccuracy (permissible error) of a
measured performance and provide bounds (confidence interval) in which real value
of recognition performance can be found with a given probability.

Beside the confidence of results, one needs to compare the results obtained during
research in order to assess if a newly proposed algorithm performs better. The
recognition performance of two or more algorithms represented by ROC curves
can be compared at the first glance. However, one has to take into account the
result’s confidence, which is not negligible. This section proposes the methodology
for ROC curves comparison based on confidence intervals. This methodology allows
to reveal statistically insignificant differences among ROC curves and the respective
algorithms and their contribution to the recognition performance enhancement.

Although confidence evaluation in the field of pattern recognition or machine
vision may appear straightforward, there are very few works dealing with this topic
in the extent that this topic deserves. It was determined [14] that the literature does
not deal with the following: firstly, how the ROC curve, its confidential interval (CI)
can be used for an objective comparison, i.e. how to answer the question whether the
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difference between curves is statistically significant; secondly, what the conditions
and recommendations for using such instruments for comparison are.

This thesis is one of the first in-depth works describing ROC curve confidence
in the field of face recognition or pattern recognition. The main contribution in the
field of ROC curve confidence are:

• an enumeration of inaccuracy (permissible error) of a measured performance,
which includes survey, implementation and comparison of several methods,

• a methodology for the comparison of decision-making algorithms via CIs of
ROC curves,

• a demonstration of several methods for the CI construction on real data,
• an investigation of how a sample size (i.e. the size of test set) influences the

confidence,
• a recommendation for a general comparison of decision making algorithms via

CI of ROC curves.
This chapter describes the proposed methodology for the confidence enumeration

and the performance comparison of recognition algorithms. The methodology
is presented on the example face recognition system and two template creation
methods (Centroid and HQM, described in the following chapter 5).

4.2 Confidence interval estimation
We distinguish two different approaches to the CIs construction. The first one,
the parametric CIs, is based on an estimation of the proportion. Consequently,
we calculate CI for this proportion. The second approach is the computation of a
confidence band (CB) for the regression model which describes the ROC curve.

Let us focus on parametric confidence intervals. The investigated normalized
characteristics 𝑇𝑃𝑅, 𝑇𝑁𝑅 are defined as proportions (i.e. relative frequencies of the
algorithm decisions). We propose the use of CI for the relative frequency as presented
in [11]. Denote 𝑚 as the number of positive results (recognition successes) in the case
of 𝑇𝑃𝑅, (𝑚 = 𝑇𝑃 ), the number of negative results in the case of 𝑇𝑁𝑅, (𝑚 = 𝑇𝑁).
Let 𝑛 = 𝑛+ be the total number of trials (the number of face images) in the case of
𝑇𝑃𝑅, and let 𝑛 = 𝑛− be the total number of trials in the case of 𝑇𝑁𝑅. The lower
bound 𝐶𝐼𝐿 and the upper bounds 𝐶𝐼𝑈 of confidence interval for 𝑋 = 𝑇𝑃𝑅, 𝑇𝑁𝑅

are defined as in Stehlikova [10]:
if 𝑛𝑝 > 5 and 𝑛(1 − 𝑝) > 5

(𝐶𝐼𝐿, 𝐶𝐼𝑈) = 𝑋 ± 𝑢1−𝛼/2

√︃
𝑋(1 − 𝑋)

𝑛
, (4.1)
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else
𝐶𝐼𝐿 = 𝑚

(𝑛 − 𝑚 + 1)𝐹1−𝛼(2(𝑛 − 𝑚 + 1), 2𝑚) + 𝑚
,

𝐶𝐼𝑈 = (𝑚 + 1)𝐹1−𝛼(2(𝑚 + 1), 2(𝑛 − 𝑚))
𝑛 − 𝑚 + (𝑚 + 1)𝐹1−𝛼(2(𝑚 + 1), 2(𝑛 − 𝑚)) , (4.2)

where 𝑢1−𝛼/2 is a quantile of the normal distribution and 𝐹1−𝛼 is a quantile of
Fisher-Snedecors’s distribution for the risk 𝛼. The CI, determined by the lower and
upper bounds, can be estimated for each point of the ROC curve. This approach
allows different values of 𝑚, 𝑛, it is, therefore, more general. According to Westin [6],
we can estimate the standard error (𝑆𝐸𝐸) for a sufficiently large sample for TPR
and for TNR as

𝑆𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑃𝑅) =
√︁

𝑇𝑃𝑅(1 − 𝑇𝑃𝑅)/𝑛+ (4.3)

𝑆𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑁𝑅) =
√︁

𝑇𝑁𝑅(1 − 𝑇𝑁𝑅)/𝑛−. (4.4)

Thus, the CI can be constructed as

(𝐶𝐼𝐿, 𝐶𝐼𝑈) = 𝑇𝑃𝑅 ± 𝑡1−𝛼/2(𝑛+ − 1)𝑆𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑃𝑅), (4.5)

(𝐶𝐼𝐿, 𝐶𝐼𝑈) = 𝑇𝑁𝑅 ± 𝑡1−𝛼/2(𝑛− − 1)𝑆𝐸𝐸(𝑇𝑁𝑅), (4.6)

where 𝑡1−𝛼/2 is a quantile of the Student’s distribution for the risk 𝛼.
The CI proposed by Brown and Davis is established by two formulas [2]. The use

of the first one is limited by certain conditions, the use of the other one is not limited.
Let both 𝑇𝑃𝑅 and 𝑇𝑁𝑅 be proportions having a binomial distribution. If the
number of events is reasonably large, the binomial distribution can be approximated
by the normal distribution. Thus, the CIs on estimation proportions 𝑋 are similar
to Formula (4.1) adapted with the continuity correction term 1/2𝑛. It yields

(𝐶𝐼𝐿, 𝐶𝐼𝑈) = 𝑋 ±

⎡⎣𝑢𝛼/2

√︃
𝑋(1 − 𝑋)

𝑛
+ 1

2𝑛

⎤⎦ , (4.7)

where 𝑋 = 𝑇𝑃𝑅 is the true positive rate, 𝑛 = 𝑛+; and for 𝑋 = 𝑇𝑁𝑅 the number
of negative results, 𝑛 = 𝑛−; 𝑢1−𝛼/2 is a quantile of the normal distribution; 𝛼 is the
risk. If 𝑛 · 𝑋(1 − 𝑋) < 10, the formula can be extremely erratic and inaccurate.

Brown and Davis [2] proposed another formula, the Wilsons interval, which has
better statistical properties. Such a CI is reasonable for any 𝑛 · 𝑋(1 − 𝑋), 𝑛 is the
sample size of the corresponding proportion. Thus

(𝐶𝐼𝐿, 𝐶𝐼𝑈) = 𝑛

𝑛 + 𝑢𝛼/2

⎡⎣𝑋 + 𝑢𝛼/2

2𝑛
± 𝑢1−𝛼

√︃
𝑋(1 − 𝑋)

𝑛
+

𝑢2
𝛼/2

4𝑛2

⎤⎦ . (4.8)

The formulas for the 𝐹𝑃𝑅 is easily derived from the relation 𝐹𝑃𝑅 = 1 − 𝑇𝑁𝑅.
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4.3 Confidence interval assessment
Now, we calculate the CI of ROC curves produced by the two methods, the
Centroid and Higher Quantile method (HQM) described in Chapter 5. We use the
following notation for the calculated CIs. The parametric CI calculated according
to Stehlikova [10] and eq. (4.1), (4.2) is denoted as „Stehlikova CI “; according to
Westin [6] and eq. (4.5) is denoted as „Westin CI “ and according to Brown and
Davis [2] and eq. (4.8) is denoted as „Brown CI “. We also calculate the CB around
the regression model of ROC curve [4].

Let us focus on the comparison of the performance of face recognition algorithms
via CIs. We will assess an overlap of CIs for both methods. Generally, if the CIs for
HQM and Centroid do not overlap, the method with a higher TPR (for the given
FPR) performs better. If the CIs overlap, we identify the regions of ROC curve
points with overlap and assess the extent of overlap. We keep in mind that a wider
CI gives a higher uncertainty for the estimated proportion. This is considered as
an advantage in the following sense. If wider CIs do not overlap, there is a strong
possibility that one method provides better results. The estimates of CI for set A1
are given in Fig. 4.1a, for set B1 in Fig. 4.1b.

Let us focus on set A1 (Fig. 4.1a). We can see that the HQM method performs
better than the Centroid. The CI of the respective ROC curves are very tight and
they overlap in some areas. If we make an in-depth analysis of CI for both methods,
we can find three basic areas - not overlapping CIs, tight CIs and overlapping CIs.
In the range of FPR ⟨0, 0.1⟩, no CI or band overlaps. In the range (0.1, 0.6), the
CIs are very tight, and in the range ⟨0.6, 1⟩, they overlap. Hence, we conclude that
HQM can provide better results than the Centroid for low values of FPR; the better
performance is not so significant for higher FPR values.

In the case of set B1 (Fig. 4.1b), we can see that the HQM method outperforms
the Centroid. In the initial range ⟨0, 0.1⟩ of the FPR, both ROC curves are close
to each other. Both CIs overlap, so in this range the difference of the performance
between methods is considered insignificant. Furthermore, in the range of FPR
(0.1, 1⟩, no intervals or bands overlap. Therefore, with respect to the 90% of non
overlapping CIs, we conclude that the HQM method performs better than the
Centroid.

Focusing on the results of the CIs calculated according to Stehlikova, Westin and
Brown for both sets (Fig. 4.1a, 4.1b), we do not observe any significant differences.
The proximity of the results is caused by the large sample size (𝑛 > 5000) for
estimating ROC points. Therefore, in such a case, we recommend calculating the
CI according to Westin ( [6] and eq. (4.5)) due to its simplicity.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.1: Confidence intervals of ROC curves for: test set A1 - Upper Figure and
test set B1 - Lower Figure (Stehlikova CI: solid line; Brown CI: dashed line; Westin
CI: dashed dotted line; RM CB: dotted line). Westin CI and Stehlikova CI show
similar results, therefore, we cannot see the difference in the figure.
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4.4 Summary of results’ confidence and
comparison

The comparison of decision making processes is based on the evaluation of overlap
of CIs for the compared ROC curves. Different methods for CI estimation result
in CI of different widths. A wider CI gives a higher uncertainty for the estimated
ROC point. If a wider CI does not overlap when comparing ROC curves, we can
claim that the method with a higher TPR provides better results with a stronger
probability.

The sample size investigation and the application on real data, i.e. face image
sets, revealed the following. For larger sets of size (𝑛 > 1000), we recommend
comparing ROC curves via the calculation of CI according to Westin because of
its simplicity and the proximity of all discussed intervals. For sets of size 𝑛 ∈
(200, 1000), all parametric CIs provide similar confidence and permissible errors.
Therefore, there is no preferred approach. In the case of small sets of size 𝑛 ∈
(0, 150), we recommend using both Stehlikova and Brown and Davis approaches for
comparing ROC curves, i.e. of decision making algorithms.

We recommend calculating CBs via regression modeling of the ROC curve trend
if the purpose of an analysis is i) comparing each ROC point separately via CIs,
and/or ii) calculating AUC. In this case the CI depends on the number of ROC
points and on the quality of the fitted model.
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5 TEMPLATE CREATION METHODS
This chapter deals with template creation methods and their optimization to achieve
higher recognition performance. In the doctoral thesis is presented and analyzed 8
methods for template creation and their influence on recognition performance is
investigated. In this short version of doctoral thesis are presented only the most
important methods, which are as follows: Centroid method, quantile interval method
and higher quantile method.

Template creation is one of several algorithms that constitute a face recognition
system. Other recognition algorithms (face detection, normalization, feature
extraction and matching), except for template creation, are described in Section
5.1. They remain unchanged in the whole thesis. After the description of face
recognition system, a presentation of individual methods for template creation is
given. Template creation methods target at processing training data in order
to provide such a representation of the data that would enhance recognition
performance. Template creation is thus closely related to cluster analysis.

The assumption for template creation is the availability of multiple training
face images per person. There are many face recognition applications, e.g. access
control where collecting multiple training data is possible. Then the question: “How
to represent multiple training data?” arises. It is the first challenge in the template
creation. Another challenge is the assumption that not all training face images are
suitable for the construction of a template. Some images may be affected by a face
pose, image blur, etc. Therefore, the goal of template creation methods is to:

1. construct optimal templates (i.e. enhancing recognition performance),
2. mitigate an influence of possibly unsuitable, outlying training data.

Initial assumptions

There are many possible approaches to template creation. However, not all of them
can be addressed in this thesis. The scope covers template creation methods that
produce only one face template per person, which present the biggest challenge. We
paid attention to template creation methods producing multiple face templates in
our previous work [13,15,16].

Template creation process should be designed to take into account practical
situations like adding or removing a template. If all templates are not to be
recreated, then the template creation method should not be dependent on other
templates. In practice, this excludes for example the use of discriminant analysis or
the incorporation of inter-template relations.
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Fig. 5.1: Face recogniton system. Particular algorithms are highlighted with yellow
color.

5.1 Face Recognition System
This section describes the face recognition system which is depicted in Fig. 5.1.
Particular algorithms are denoted in the whole recognition framework. There are
four basic modules in the recognition stage:

Face detection module: Firstly, a face has to be localized in an image. We use
a Viola-Jones face detector [9] which is based on the application of a set of haar-like
features on a grayscale image. The presence of a face in the image is indicated by a
high response of haar-like features. The Viola-Jones detector is used because it is a
fast, reliable and robust tool for face localization.

Face normalization: Secondly, the detected face has to be normalized. The
normalization includes face alignment and scaling. It is based on the detection of
eyes, which provides the basic reference for face rotation and face size. The face
image is rotated using affine transform so that the eyes are horizontally aligned.
Face scale is determined according to the inter-eye distance. Finally, the face region
is selected and used for the recognition according to the position of eyes. The face
alignment and scaling is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Feature extraction module: Thirdly, the detected face is characterized by
a Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features [3, 5]. Subsequently, spatial histograms are
computed resulting in LBP Histograms (LBPH). LBPH features were proposed by
Ahonen et al. [12] and are widely used [1, 7]. LBPH features appear to have both
high discriminative power and low computational complexity. Their computations
are influenced by several parameters which are as follows: the radius of LBP 2, the
number of neighbors 7, and a 7 × 7 grid. Thus, the number of features representing
one face is 6272. The features are concatenated into one feature vector.
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Fig. 5.2: An example of face alignment and scaling with relative distances among
image margins and eye centers.

LBPH features are extracted by the application of an LBP (Local Binary
Patterns) operator to a face image. The LBP operator enhances and captures edges
of facial features. The image is subsequently divided to non-overlapping regions.
A histogram of responses to LBP operator is computed separately in every region.
The histograms are then concatenated and constitute the LBPH feature vector.

Face matching module: Fourthly, features representing a face are classified.
The classification is a process of assigning the feature vector to one particular class,
one person and one template. An algorithm used for the classification is Nearest
Neighbor (NN) classifier. We selected this classifier for several reasons: NN is
a simple, well-performing classifier which is suitable for the classification of long
feature vectors [3]. Also, NN is convenient for complex tasks of face recognition
thanks to its non-linearity. And finally, NN is widely used in many algorithms and
our research could improve and influence the performance of other algorithms which
are based on NN.

The NN classifier assigns a feature vector representing an unknown face to a
face template according to a discrepancy measure. The LBPH features have the
character of a histogram which is caused by LBPH’s nature and its computation [12].
Therefore, it is appropriate to use one of the measures for histogram comparison.
We adopt a 𝜒2 or modified 𝜒2 dissimilarity metric to express the relation between
a feature vector and face templates. Dissimilarity is computed among the feature
vectors and all face templates. Then, the feature vector is assigned to a face template
whose mutual dissimilarity is the smallest among all and the dissimilarity does not
exceed defined thresholds.

This face recognition system is used for evaluation of template creation methods.
The templates serve as a reference patterns for each individual.
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5.2 Template creation methods based on cluster
description

Template creation methods presented in this section characterize clusters of training
feature vectors using descriptive statistical measures. These template creation
methods apply statistic descriptors directly on training data. Therefore, these
methods are gathered in separate section.

5.2.1 Centroid method

The Centroid method generalizes the Medoid method. The face template produced
by the Centroid method is not limited to the existing training feature vectors which
represent a real face. The Centroid method represents a cluster, formed by training
feature vectors, by the cluster centroid. The cluster centroid does not correspond to
any real face; however, it is expected to be more representative than the medoid. The
Centroid method expects that all vectors have the same significance. The ultimate
face template is computed as a mean vector in all dimensions. The face template
𝑇𝑖,𝑗 for an individual 𝑖 in the dimension 𝑗 is determined as follows:

𝑇𝑖,𝑗 = 1
𝑛𝑖

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐹𝑖,𝑗,𝑛, (5.1)

where 𝐹𝑖,𝑗,𝑛 is the value of the 𝑛-th feature vector of the 𝑖-th individual in the 𝑗-th
dimension, and 𝑛𝑖 is the total number of feature vectors for the 𝑖-th individual. This
approach produces face templates which should be the closest to all feature vectors
in a cluster, i.e. the accumulated distance to all feature vectors should be minimal.

5.3 Template creation methods based on cluster
estimation

Cluster estimation based methods for template creation estimate distribution of
training feature vectors. Then, various methods to characterize the distribution
resulting in a construction of a template are applied. These methods describe
estimated distribution of data rather than data itself, which is the essential difference
against methods based on cluster description.

5.3.1 Quantile interval method

We conducted an analysis on dissimilarities among templates and test feature
vectors. It revealed that the dissimilarity of template and well aligned, well
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illuminated face with a neutral expression and face pose is not negligible. That led
us to the construction of a template that would be tolerant to certain dissimilarities
which are natural. Therefore we propose to introduce a tolerance interval. This
yields the Quantile Interval Method (QIM).

The QIM is designed to tolerate certain variability of features, i.e. faces. The
tolerance is maintained by constructing a tolerance interval which is determined
by two thresholds values - quantiles of a PDF. Within the tolerance interval,
the dissimilarity measure between the template and feature vector is zero. Two
quantiles (thresholds) form a face template for one feature. These thresholds for
each feature are concatenated and form a resulting template. Templates representing
multidimensional feature cluster are no longer determined by a point but by a space.

The implementation of face templates created by the QIM requires a modification
of the standard 𝜒2 dissimilarity metric. The modified 𝜒2

𝑀 distance is determined as
follows:

𝜒2
𝑀(𝐻, 𝑇 ) =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(𝑇1,𝑖−𝐻𝑖)2

𝑇1,𝑖+𝐻𝑖
𝑇1,𝑖 > 𝐻𝑖

(𝑇2,𝑖−𝐻𝑖)2

𝑇2,𝑖+𝐻𝑖
𝑇2,𝑖 < 𝐻𝑖

0 𝑇1,𝑖 > 𝐻𝑖 > 𝑇2,𝑖

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ , (5.2)

where face template 𝑇 has two thresholds 𝑇1,𝑖 and 𝑇2,𝑖 (determined by quantiles).
An unknown face described by the feature vector is denoted as 𝐻. 𝑁 is the number
of features and 𝑖 ∈ 1, . . . , 𝑁 . The construction of the tolerance interval determined
by 𝑇1,𝑖 and 𝑇2,𝑖 together with the implementation of modified 𝜒2

𝑀 distance cause
that certain variability of one person’s features does not contribute to the overall
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template - feature vector dissimilarity. An example of properties of the modified
𝜒2

𝑀 metric compared to the traditional 𝜒2
𝑀 metric is depicted in Fig. 5.3. We

can observe that the contribution to the modified 𝜒2
𝑀 metric is zero between the

thresholds of tolerance interval 𝑇1 and 𝑇2.

Setup of the Quantile Interval Method

We have shown the framework of QIM as well as the construction of face templates.
The setup of the QIM is determined by three parameters - a PDF for feature
histogram representation and the selection of lower and upper quantiles.

The first parameter, PDF, resulting in the selection of extreme value distribution.
The second and the third parameter, i.e. lower and upper quantiles, were
firstly investigated 1 in order to reveal how different quantile values influence the
recognition performance.

5.3.2 Higher Quantile Method

The resultant template created by QIM is twice as long as the template computed
by other presented methods. This is considered as a disadvantage which may result
in higher memory or computational power requirements. In order to mitigate it, we
conducted an analysis of the tolerance intervals of QIM. We found out that in some
cases, only the higher quantile can be used to determine the template. This method
is therefore called the Higher Quantile Method (HQM).

A detailed analysis of lower quantile values in tolerance intervals resulted in the
hypothesis that lower thresholds of tolerance intervals can be omitted without a
significant impact on the templates’ properties and recognition performance. The
extreme value PDF shows a fast growth up to its mean value and 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2
quantiles of extreme value distribution are close to zero and close to each other. Thus
the HQM produces only the upper quantile to determine the tolerance interval and
the template contains only the values of higher quantiles. This results in reducing
the length of the template compared to the length of the template created by the
QIM. The setup of the HQM can be derived from the QIM.

5.3.3 Evaluation of cluster estimation based methods

This section presents a discussion and evaluation of the performance of template
creation methods based on cluster estimation, i.e GMM method, QIM and HQM.
For the comparison, the Centroid method is also plotted.

1Please see full version of doctoral thesis.
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Fig. 5.4: Illustration of several feature histograms with fitted extreme value
distributions and vertical dashed lines mark from left to right 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.8,
0.9, and 0.95 quantiles of fitted density functions.

The GMM method performs worse than the Centroid on the test sets A1 and
B1. It performs similarly as the Centroid on A2. The GMM is an effective tool that
allows to compartmentalize data to multiple clusters. In this case, there is no more
than one clusters per individual. Therefore, the setup of GMM parameters, e.g. the
number of components and the criterion of the best fit should be determined with
respect to representing one cluster. The optimal setup of GMM parameters could
improve the representation of the training features by the GMM and lead to a better
recognition performance. In the case of test set A2, it is expected that training data
form compact clusters which are well represented by the GMM resulting in a good
performance.

Generally, the QIM performs best on all test sets. The presented results of QIM
have a different setup of quantiles for different test sets. For the A1 set, it is 𝑞1 =
0.1, 𝑞2 = 0.8, for A2 it is 𝑞1 = 0.45, 𝑞2 = 0.55 and for B1 it is 𝑞1 = 0.05, 𝑞2 = 0.95.
Generally, it appears that convenient quantile values are typical values for outlier
detection, i.e. 0.05, 0.1 or 0.2. These setups perform well on the test sets A1 and
B1, with minor performance differences. The training set and test set A2 require
different setup. An analysis on the QIM setup for A2 is included further in the text.

The HQM performs well on the test sets A1 and B1. This is due to a low
value of lower quantile used in the QIM which gives values close to zero. In such
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cases, the optimization provided by the HQM is appropriate. In the case of test set
A2, the QIM has a higher value of lower quantile and, therefore, the HQM fails.
This allows to form assumptions for the usage of HQM instead of QIM. Firstly,
the QIM template should be created and the values of lower quantiles should be
investigated. Then we should assess if HQM usage is appropriate. In a particular
case of LBPH features, the values of features are natural numbers (non-negative
integers). Therefore, it can be stated that if the lower quantile of QIM is 𝑞1 ≤ 0.1,
than the HQM can be used. On the subsets A1 and B1, this assumption is fulfilled
and there is no performance difference between the HQM and QIM.

The QIM and HQM outperforms the Centroid method on the test sets A1 and
B1. On the test set A2, the QIM outperforms the Centroid too. The HQM fails
on A2 for the above mentioned reason. We may conclude that the QIM provides a
better representation of clusters than the Centroid and the other methods presented
in this thesis. The inconvenience of QIM (and also HQM) is that it is a complex
method dependent on the determination of suitable PDF, PDF fitting and setup of
quantile values.

The final evaluation, results’ confidence investigation and discussion on the
results is presented in Chapter 6 “The achieved results”.
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Fig. 5.5: Recognition performance of cluster estimation based template creation
methods on test set A1 a) ROC of open set identification and b) ROC of closed set
identification.
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Fig. 5.6: Recognition performance of cluster estimation based template creation
methods on test set A2 a) ROC of open set identification and b) ROC of closed set
identification.
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Fig. 5.7: Recognition performance of cluster estimation based template creation
methods on test set B1 a) ROC of open set identification and b) ROC of closed set
identification.
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6 ACHIEVED RESULTS
This chapter reviews the findings and results achieved in the thesis.

The first significant result of this research is the design and assembly of the
IFaViD Database. The assembly of the database is necessary for reaching credible
evaluation recognition performance. The database contains over 77 thousand of
images, captured in 4 160 video sequences of about six months. The database
contains two scenarios in which the face recognition is intended. There are three
different sets according to image acquisitions sites. These characteristics rank the
IFaViD among top databases for the evaluation of face recognition in surveillance
and access control applications. The IFaViD exceeds the known databases, e.g.
Stallkamp’s database, Chokepoint or SCFace, in terms of size, number of individuals
and variability.

The second result is the proposed comprehensive methodology for the comparison
of several recognition, generally any decision-making, algorithms via confidence
intervals of ROC curves. The methodology allows to reach two objectives. Firstly,
it allows to estimate confidence intervals of the ROC curve and thus to assess
the influence of finite number of test data. Confidence intervals can be evaluated
in various parts of the curve and therefore provide a local gauge of inaccuracy,
which is convenient in practice. Such a confidence evaluation is an essential
aspect for performance assessment. The proposed confidence based assessment
is necessary especially in cases when small size datasets, containing less than a
thousand test elements, are used for testing. This finding is implied from the
conducted investigation of the influence of sample size on the confidence interval
width. Secondly, it allows to reveal insignificant differences in the recognition
performance of several algorithms. It is important because it allows to assess the
contribution of one of two methods. Fig. 6.1 shows ROC curves and confidence
intervals. This allows the conclusion that one method outperforms the other. It
is worth mentioning that this methodology is applicable in various disciplines and
areas where decision-making algorithms are utilized.

The third and the most contributing result belongs to the field of face recognition
and cluster analysis. It is the conducted template creation research. The objective
of this research is to provide the best representation of training data that enhances
recognition performance. Eight different template creation methods were introduced
and investigated in the full version of doctoral thesis. Seven of them are considered
to be original in template creation research, because they have not been mentioned
in the literature that any other research would utilize these methods for creation of
templates in surveillance CCTV face recognition. These template creation methods
are:
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• Medoid method - uses the most similar training feature vector,
• Advanced medoid method - similar as Medoid method but rejects training

vectors exceeding a certain dissimilarity threshold,
• Centroid methods - the centroid of the training vectors cluster is used,
• Weighted centroid - the cluster centroid computation uses weights to decrease

the importance of dissimilar training data,
• GMM method - describes training data by the Gaussian Mixture Model, then

the linear combination of means and weights of individual components is used,
• Mean method - estimates the distribution of the training data and uses

distribution mean,
• QIM - represents cluster as space, determined by the quantiles of estimated

distribution of training data,
• HQM - is an optimization of QIM, which allows to use only higher quantiles

for template construction.
The above listed methods, except for the Medoid method are used in full

version of the doctoral thesis originally, to represent training face images in order
to construct a face template.

This is a pioneer work in the field of processing multiple training face images per
person. Therefore, we began with the investigation of simple methods and made
an effort to propose complex methods that would lead to further enhancement
of recognition performance. Some methods have certain drawbacks, thus let us
summarize only those which are considered to be the most important for the
presented research and its documentation. These methods are: the Medoid, as a
baseline, Centroid, QIM and HQM. Fig. 6.1 shows the results of the named template
creation methods and thus summarizes all findings in the area of template creation
and cluster representation. The findings are:

1. Template creation and cluster representation are worth researching. It is
shown in this thesis that the proposed different methods for template creation can
enhance recognition performance. The results can be observed in Fig. 6.1 where the
differences in the performance between the Medoid method and Quantile Interval
Method are approximately 10-15% for the test sets A1 and B1. This is considered
the most important finding of this thesis.

2. Feature vectors which represent a real face have proved themselves not to be
optimal cluster representatives. This is documented by the results of Medoid and
Advanced Medoid methods. Synthetic representatives which do not correspond to a
real face image enable a better recognition performance, i.e. the templates created
by the Centroid, Weighted Centroid and other methods.

3. Simplicity is powerful - the Centroid method provides templates which lead
to a relatively high recognition performance. The Centroid is a very simple and
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straightforward method which does not require any additional parameters.
4. The top performing and original method for template creation is the Quantile

Interval Method which allows to increase recognition performance by 4 to 8% of
correct classification rate (against the Centroid). The contribution of QIM and HQM
to recognition performance is confirmed by confidence intervals, see Fig. 6.1. It is
considered a newly established state of the art method for face template creation.
The HQM is an optimization of QIM. The HQM can speed up the classification
process and decrease the memory requirements as its templates are half the length
of the templates produced by QIM.
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Fig. 6.1: Recognition performance of selected methods, Upper Figure - set A1,
Middle Figure - set A2, Bottom Figure - set B1. Dashed lines show confidence
intervals.
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7 CONCLUSION
The presented thesis targets enhancing face recognition performance in surveillance
CCTV systems and access control systems and suppressing external influences acting
in these applications. To achieve this, we established three partial goals, which are
also objectives of the thesis. Accomplishing these objectives, mentioned below, bring
the following contributions to the face recognition and other disciplines.

The first contribution is the newly designed and assembled representative face
database named IFaViD. Conducting tests of proposed face template creation
methods on IFaViD allows us to reach credible face recognition results in surveillance
CCTV systems and access control systems. The IFaViD was assembled because
there had not been available any other suitable databases for the performance
evaluation in the intended applications. The IFaViD contains video sequences
representing two scenarios, A) recognition of a person walking through a door frame
or a corridor and B) recognition of a person requesting closed door or a gateway
access via access control terminal. The size and characteristics of IFaViD, which
is over four thousand of video sequences consisting of over 77 thousand of face
images of more than 150 persons, allows us to reach confident results. Thus, the
IFaViD ranks among the state of the art databases because of: i) the total number
of images; ii) variability external influences and face appearance; iii) complexity of
image acquisition sites and iv) a time period of its collections.

The second contribution is the novel methodology that enables us to compare
the achieved results and to estimate their confidence. We used ROC curves for
the performance evaluation of face template creation methods. The designed
methodology uses the established instruments for confidence interval estimation and
incorporates them into the construction of the confidence bounds of a ROC curve.
The confidence bounds of compared ROC curves enables us to identify statistically
insignificant differences among ROC curves and allows us to determine if one of
compared methods makes an actual contribution to recognition performance. Thus
we reach relevant conclusions.

The third contribution is the design of the template creation methods and their
optimization. We proposed and investigated template creation methods in order
to construct a robust and representative template by utilizing multiple training
(reference) images per person that can be available in the practice. The essence
of the template creation is processing training face images to construct templates
that enhance recognition performance. We proposed and investigated eight template
creation methods, seven of them are originally designed. This is a pioneer work in the
field of template creation, therefore, we investigated elementary cluster description
based methods, such as Medoid or Centroid at the beginning. Then, we continued
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with more sophisticated cluster estimation based methods, e.g. QIM and HQM.
Template creation methods, such as QIM or HQM, enhance recognition performance
in all investigated test sets approximately by 4-8%.

Besides accomplishing the established objectives, we present the following
findings obtained during our research. We show that template creation is worth of
investigating as it influences recognition performance. QIM is the best performing
method and outperforms the baseline Medoid method by 10-15% on B1 test set.
Furthermore, synthetic templates, not representing a real face, e.g. created by
Centroid, are convenient and allow us to reach better performance than templates
representing a real face, e.g. created by Medoid. Finally, the presented results
significantly contribute to the current state of the art in the face recognition because
there are not many credible results published for surveillance CCTV and access
control applications.

In addition to the contributions described above, we also present general findings
of our research. Firstly, we found out that the idea of representing clusters by a
space rather than by a point can be used in various classification schemes. Secondly
the designed methodology for ROC based performance comparison is recommended
in order to prove the real contribution of individual methods compared. These
findings are generally applicable to other fields not limited to face recognition and
other research areas can benefit from them.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
AND ABBREVIATIONS
ACS Access Control System

ANN Artificial Neural Network

AUC Area Under Curve

CCR Correct Classification Rate

CCTV Closed Circuit Televison

CI Confidence Interval

CMC Cumulative Match Characteristic

CMS Cumulative Match Score

CNN Convolutional Neural Network

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform

DSLR Digital Single-Lens Reflex

EBGM Elastic Bunch Graph Matching

EM Expectation Maximization

FAR False Acceptance Rate

GMM Gaussian Mixture Model

HD High Definition

HOG Histogram of Oriented Gradients

HQM Higher Quantile Method

ICA Independent Component Analysis

IFaViD IVECS Face Video Database

IP Internet Protocol

IVECS Intelligent Video modules for Entry Control Systems

KNN K-Nearest Neigbors
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LAN Local Area Network

LBP Local Binary Patterns

LBPH Local Binary Patterns Histograms

LDA Linear Discriminant Analysis

LFW Labeled Faces in the Wild

NN Nearest Neighbor

NVR Network Video Recorder

PCA Principal Component Analysis

PDF Probability Density Function

POEM Pattens of Oriented Edge Magnitudes

PPS Physical Protection System

QIM Quantile Interval Method

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic

SIFT Scale Invariant Feature Transform

TAR True Acceptance Rate

WDR Wide Dynamic Range

YTF YouTube Faces
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